Production Manager
About Byteflies
We are the digital health company behind Sensor Dot, a powerful wearable platform for 24/7
acquisition of physiologic and behavioral data. We have developed remote monitoring
applications for epilepsy, COVID-19, and atrial fibrillation, and have a pipeline of additional
clinical indications. Currently, we are looking for a Production Manager to ensure a smooth and
cost-efficient flow of our production operations.
Byteflies is structured in autonomous cross-functional teams that have all skills to complete
their own part of the Byteflies mission. Our manufacturing team, Dot Kitchen, produces and
builds our Byteflies kits and prepares them for shipping to clients and patients. Their
mission is to manufacture hardware devices at the right quality, on time, at the lowest
possible cost, and within the boundaries of the ISO13485.

How you fit in our team
You are a master in planning on different timescales: you ensure production for now and can
create a vision and plan for the next and later horizon. You know how to create, visualize and
adapt plans. You combine project management skills with an inquisitive mind (to understand
the technical nature of our medical devices, the components we need to manufacture, and the
evolutionary process to build them).
You are a natural when it comes to building and managing strong relationships with every
internal or external partner. You make sure our suppliers will meet or exceed expectations
when it comes to delivering quality products and services.
You are an organized problem-solver that understands our production flow and is always
looking for ways to optimize it to ensure our product is manufactured on time in a profitable
manner. You like solving puzzles :-)
You are a visionary builder of the team's roadmap by effectively prioritizing improvements and
next steps aligned with the company goals. To achieve that you can switch between facilitating
decisions and making decisions.

Your role
On a daily basis, our Production Manager will:
●

Plan and prioritize operations to ensure maximum performance and minimum delays
and do this for the now-next-later horizons

●

Determine manpower, equipment and raw materials needed to cover production
demand

●

Build and leverage relationships with suppliers in order to build value and profitability
for the business

●

Work closely with colleagues in application teams to understand and meet their
requirements and expectations of the product performance, quality and quantity

●

Take the lead in strategic scale-up decisions and guide the team in executing them

●

Follow our quality standards in a lean and agile way of working. Make sure our quality is
always on par and the products we deliver are flawless.

Your skills and experience
Our Production Manager should be someone who:
●

Has excellent interpersonal skills and is a great negotiator

●

Has great analytical skills to be able understand production requirements, performance
analysis, budget control and contract management

●

Has project management skills: you know how to create plans for the now-next-later
horizons and how to execute them

●

Has experience in designing, setting up and managing production lines in a
manufacturing environment

●

Has experience working in a lean and/or agile environment

●

Has a keen eye for quality and the spirit of continuous improvement

We offer
●

A position in our Antwerp (Belgium) team

●

Competitive salary and benefits package

●

Rapid career development paths

●

The chance to have a direct impact on people’s health care

●

Awesome co-workers

●

Great team events

Our values
We at Byteflies are Impactful Warriors and Positive Team Players. We want to change the world
for the better. We like to do that by finding the smartest and fastest route to get to products
and services of the right quality.
Sounds interesting? Send your CV and motivation letter to jobs@byteflies.com

